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Be it known that I, WILHELM SCHEEEEL, a 
subject 0f the Emperor of Germany, formerly 
of Remscheid, now residing at Mülheim-on 
theRhine,Rhenish Prussia, Germany, have 
invented new and useful Improvements in 
Meat-Chopping Machines, (for which I have 
obtained patents in Germany, No. 38,398, 
dated January7, 1886, No. 42,173, dated No 
vember 2, 1886,(additional patent,) No. 44,750, 
dated May 12, 1887, (additional patent,) and 
No. 52,257, dated October 1, 1889, (additional 
patentg) in England, No. 16,307, dated Decem 
ber 13, 1886, and No. 17,555, dated Decem 
ber 21, 1887; in Austria-Hungary, No. 47,578 
and No. 15,242, dated April l5, 1887, and No. 
50,097 and No. 10,242, dated April 9, 1888; in 
France, No. 180,151, dated December 8, 1886, 
and in Belginm,No. 75,531, dated December 
8, 1888,) of which the following is a specifica 
tion. 
v My improvements in meat chopping ma 
chines have for their object to obtain an 
easier going of the machines, a ñner cut of the 
meat, an easy and convenient fixing of the 
cutters into the cylinder, and ûnally an easy 
and ready changeability of the number and 
sort of disk cutters and knives and their con 
venient fixing in the machine. 
The objects in view are obtained by mak 

ing the speed of the cutting knives independ 
ent from the speed of the propeller screw, by 
arranging a separate box ring into the ma 
chine casing into which the knives and cut 
ters fit, and by using distance rings fitted into 
the box rings in place of knives or disks. 
In the accompanying drawings my various 

improvements named are represented. 
Figure 1 is a longitudinal section through a 

machine showing the general arrangement of 
the driving gear for the propeller screw and 
for the cutter spindle placed inside of it and 
with only two knives or cutters and one cut 
ter disk. Fig. 2 shows a section through the 
hind part of a machine with three cutter disks 
arranged one after the other and with the 
size of the holes in them diminishing toward 
the end and with knives on the cutter spindle 
before and behind the two first disks and one 
knife in front of the last disk. In these two 

arrangements the knives and disks are put 
in the machine, each one separately. Fig. 3 
shows a similar View with four disks and cor 
responding knives and with the special ar 
rangement that the knives and disks are here 
placed inside of a special ring. Fig. 4 is a 
longitudinal section through the ring, knives 
and disks asthey are put together and mounted 
on the cutter spindle and in the machine cas 
ing. Fig. 5 is partly a cross section through> 
line I II of Fig. 3, and partly an end view of 
it. Fig. 6 shows a modification of the disk 
cutter ring with the distance ring placed in 
it for leaving out one set of knives. Fig. 7 is 
a similar arrangement with only two sets of 
cutters and disks. Fig. 8 shows on the left 
side a section through line III IV and on the 
right side through line V VI. of Fig. 6. 

Similar letters refer to similar parts through 
out the drawings, in which-` 
The pedestal casing B and feed hopper C 

of the machine, Fig. 1 are arranged as usual 
with machines of this construction. The shaft 
of the propeller screw -D is hollow and inside 
of it I place a spindle E and instead of driv 
ing the propeller screw direct, I place under 
neath the cylindrical casing a first shaft F 
which may be ñtted with a driving handle 
for small sizes, or with a pulley for large sizes. 
On this shaft F I fix the two spur wheels G 
and H, the smaller one of which gears with 
the large wheel I keyed on the propeller shaft 
D and the large one gears with _ the small 
wheel K on the cutter spindle E. The wheels 
.F and G and K and H respectively may be 
exchanged for other sizes in order to vary the 
speed of the propeller screw and of the cut 
ter spindle at pleasure and as it may be best 
suited for the material to be out, raw or boiled 
meat, fat, 85e., but in all cases it will be ad 
visable to let the cutter spindle rotate faster 
than the propeller screw, though the reverse 
will not be impossible or excluded, if found 
otherwise desirable. Close to the end of the 
propeller screw I iix ou the cutter spindle a 
star knife L and immediately in front of that 
a disk cutter lVI through the center of which 
passes the cutter spindle, being thus carried 
and supported by the disk which is held in 
place by the box nut N. 
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In Fig. 2 the casing, driving gear, propeller 
screw and cutter spindle are arranged in a 
similar manner, only the arrangement of 
knives and disks is different. Three cutter 
disks M, M', M2 being placed in the machine 
casing one behind the other; the first one M 
having large holes; the second one M’ smaller 
ones and the last M2 yet ñnerones. Close to 
the face and at the back of the disks M and 
M’ are fixed on the cutter spindle the star 
knives L L’ and O O’ whereas there is only 
one knife L” on the face of the last disk M2 
and none at its back. It will be easily un 
derstood, that the meat cut by this machine 
will be much finer, and because the pieces 
are reduced gradually as they advance and 
pass through different disks, the machine will 
go very easy and be of great efficiency. 

In using more than two knives it has been 
found desirable to improve the machine in 
such a manner that the“knives and cutter 
disks may be put together outside of the cas~ 
ing and that all of them, disks and knives 
may be pushed in one lot on the cutter spin~ 
dle and into the casing. In order to enable 
this to be done in a convenient manner, I 
provide the machine with a separate box or 
ring P (Figs. 3 and 4), the inside diameter of 
which corresponds exactly with the size of 
the disksand with the diameter of the knives. 
At the two opposite sides this ring is provided 
with longitudinal grooves Q into which fit 
the edges of the disks, preventing them from 
turning round with the cutter spindle and 
the knives. In using this box ring for plac 
ing it together with the knives and disks in 
the machine casing, I take an auxiliary spin 
dle of same thickness as the cutter spindle 
or a piece of round bar iron on which I shift 
the disks and knives and then I push the 
ring, together with the disks and cutters in 
it into the casing and on the spindle, and 
then I secure the whole by the nut N which 
is screwed on the casing. In order to be able 
to use only part of the cutters and disks and 
to fix them, just as safely and easily in the 
machine casing, I use a box ring S of some 
what different shape as it is shown by Figs. 
6, ’7, and 8 and I provide the machine further 
with special distance rings. This box ring 
S (Figs. 6 and 7), is made with an inward 
flange T and at its outside it is provided with 
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a shoulder or recess U. The flange T has 
for its object to hold the distance rings V V’ 
(Figs. 6 and 7) which are put in the box ring 
in place of.’ the knives and disks taken out 
of it, if the meat needs not to be cut so tine 
or for some other reason and the outer shoul 
der is provided to give a hold to the fasten 
ing screw N ’ for securing the box ring to 
gether with the distance ring, disks and 
knives in the machine casing. ' 

Figs. 6 and 7 show the use of the box rings 
and of the distance rings, the length of which 
of course corresponds always to one, two, 
three, die., sets of knives and disks respect 
ively. 
The special arrangement of knives and 

disks shown by Fig. G where there is only one 
sharp knife in the face of the first disk, and 
then only one double edged knife between 
each two following disks,is for cutting boiled 
meat. I may still mention that the knives 
may be made straight or in curved lines. 
For cutting raw meat they are made by pref 
erence with a sharp edge, whereas boiled 
meat is chopped better by the use of broad 
edged knives, as shown by Fig. 6. 

I am aware that prior to my invention meat 
chopping machines have been made with a 
propellerserew operating in conjunction with 
a rotating knife and a fast cutter disk. I 
therefore do not claim such a combination 
broadly, but 
What I do claim as my invention, and de 

sire to secure by Letters Patent, is 
In a meat chopping machine,an independ 

ently rotating propeller screw having a hol 
low shaft, a separate cutter spindle rotating 
therein, said spindle being provided with one 
or more perforated disks and knives at the 
end which projects beyond the propeller 
screw, the box ring plain or provided with 
flange T and shoulder U, as desired, in com» 
bination with the distance rings V, fitted 
into the box rings in place of knives or disks, 
substantially as shown and described. 
In testimony that I claim the foregoing I 

have hereunto set my hand this 11th day of 
August, 1887. 

WILHELM SCHEFFEL. 
W'itnesses: 

ERNST SCHMIDT, 
GUsT Busen. 
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